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How is Algebra Different From Arithmetic?
There are two major differences between Algebra and Arithmetic. In Algebra we use letters for numbers
but, a lot more so than in Arithmetic. Also, in Algebra we use negative numbers. We‟ll talk about these
negative numbers later. The letters we use in Algebra are called „variables,‟ and the take the place of
numbers. For example, in Arithmetic we talk about adding 2 specific numbers like 7 and 5. In Algebra
we talk about adding any two numbers like x and y.
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Why Is Algebra So Hard?

How Is Algebra A Language?

Algebra will be hard only if you have difficulty
with the skills needed to learn the Language of
Algebra. If you can‟t do basic Math, Algebra, will
in fact be impossible! You need to know the basic
addition and multiplication tables, understand
fractions and decimals. It won‟t hurt if you can do
some Math ‟in your head.„

Like English, or any other language, Algebra has a
structure of its own. English has nouns and pronouns, Algebra uses numbers and variables. English
has phrases and sentences. Algebra has expressions
and equations. In fact, your success with Algebra will
depend on how well you can translate from English
to Algebra.

Why Study Algebra?
There are many jobs that require the use of Algebra concepts. If you can’t do
Algebra you can forget about those jobs. Even so, the reasoning skills that Algebra will provide will be beneficial in all aspects of life. With Algebra, you can develop a process for problem solving that will assist you in buying a car, a home,
etc. You do math exercises, so that you can improve your ability to think logically,
so that you can be a better lawyer, doctor, architect, prison warden or parent In
sum, Algebra trains you to think and reason in a logical and orderly manner.

What Is The Set Of Integers?
The set of Integers includes the Negative whole
numbers. All of our previous whole numbers, like
1,2,3,4,5 ,… will now have a plus sign attached to
them to emphasize that they are different from
their corresponding and opposite Negative whole
numbers, -1,-2,-3,-4, - 5, …
In a previous lesson we said that Subtraction is
not Commutative. Again, that means, that the
order of the 2 numbers being subtracted is important.

10-7 ≠ 7-10
10-7=3. However, 7-10 can not be done in Arithmetic because the first number must be the larger. We
will soon see that 7-10= - 3, a Negative number.
The set of Integers, called I, looks like this:
I = { … , -5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, +1, +2, +3, +4, +5. …}
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Where Are The Negative Integers On The Number Line?
All of the Negative Integers are to the left of zero. All of the integers on the right of zero are positive. We need not use the +
signs with the Positives. However, usually for clarity, emphasis or to make a problem easier to solve, we use the + symbols.

How Are Signed Numbers Different From Arithmetic Numbers?
In Algebra, each number
has two parts to it. Each
number (except zero) has a
sign, positive or negative,
and a magnitude.
In Arithmetic, numbers only
had magnitude.
The sign tells us the direction and the number an-

swers the question “How
much?”
Here are some types of direction the sign might indicate:
right or left
up or down
win or lose
east or west

North or south
deposit or withdrawal
For examples:
Win $50 would be
+50, lose –50
Travel South 12 miles
would be –12, North
would be +12

A down arrow says the
stock lost value. An up
arrow says it increased in
value.

What Does Absolute Value Mean?
Absolute Value means that the
direction or sign is not important, only the magnitude is.
If we want to show the Absolute
Value of a negative number like
–15, we enclose it between 2
vertical lines like this: |-15|.
The absolute value is 15
|-15| = 15
What we did, in effect, was to
„drop‟ the negative sign.
If we want to show the Absolute
Value of a positive number like
+15, we enclose it between 2
vertical lines like this: |+15|. Its
absolute value is also 15

value of any number (except
zero) is always positive.
Suppose one student needs to
travel 15 miles North to get to
school and a second student
needs to travel 15 miles South
to get to school. We would write
these numbers as:

+15 and –15
lf we are not concerned about
their directions we would be
looking for the absolute values.

|+15| and |–15|
15 = 15

|+15| = 15

Both absolute values are equal
to 15.

It looks like we also „dropped‟
the sign.

Both students travel 15 miles
to school.

The rule is that the absolute

A more traditional way to show whether a stock finished the
day up or down is to use positive and negative numbers.
A business that is losing money may be said to be “two million dollars in
the red,” while a business making a profit may be said to be two million
dolllars in the black”
– A gambler who is winning is said to be “ahead of the game,” while a
gambler that is losing is “in the hole.”
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Exercise Set 5
1a. Locate these numbers
on a number line: -5 and +3
b.

Circle the larger number

c.

Write 2 inequalities showing the relationship.

2. On the number line, which
number is
a.

3 units to the right of +1

b.

3 units to the left of +1

3. On the number line, which
number is

c.

-7

a.

|-5|, -6, -(-4), |3|

d.

+12

b.

-(+2), |-7|, 0, |-3|

e.

0

c.

0, +(-5), - (+8), -|-9|

f.

x

d.

|-10|, - (-9), +|7|, -6

g.

-m

7.

Simplify

a.

- ( - 6)

b.

- (+ 8)

c.

- (25)

d.

- (0)

e.

+ ( - 7)

f.

+ ( +35)

a.

3 units to the right of -2

b.

3 units to the left of –2

g.

+ (22)

4.

Put the correct inequality
symbol < or > between
the numbers.

h.

+ (0)

a.

+3 +8

8.

Simplify

b.

+3 -8

a.

|-11|

c.

-3

-8

b.

|+9|

d.

-3

+8

c.

|8|

e.

-7

0

d.

|0|

f.

0

+5

e.

- |-35|

g.

0

-6

f.

- (-35)

h.

-99 +6

5.

Arrange the numbers
from smallest to largest

9. Insert the correct symbol <, =,
or >, between the numbers.
a.

|5| ___ |7|

a.

-5, 7, 0, 3

b.

|-5| ___ |-7|

b.

7, -6, -11,-7

c.

|-12| ____ |8|

c.

0, -7, 7

d.

-12 ____ +8

d.

8, 0, -8

e.

|-6| ____ |0|

f.

|-4| ____ |+4|

6. What is the opposite of

g.

-4 ____ +4

a.

-6

b.

5

10. Simplify each number then
arrange in order from smallest.

Jokes Set #5
New York (CNN). At
John F. Kennedy International Airport today, a
Caucasian male (later
discovered to be a high
school mathematics
teacher) was arrested
trying to board a flight
while in possession of a
compass, a ruler, a protractor and a graphical
calculator.

is believed to have ties to
the Al-Gebra network. He
will be charged with carrying weapons of math instruction.

George W. Bush visits Algeria. As part of his program,
he delivers a speech to the
Algerian people: "You know,
I regret that I have to give
It is only two weeks into
this speech in English. I
the term that, in an Algewould very much prefer to
bra class, a student
talk to you in your own lanraises his hand and asks: guage. But unfortunately, I
"Will we ever need this
was never good at algestuff in real life?"
bra..."
The professor gently
The Romans didn't find
smiles at him and says:
"Of course not - if your
algebra very challengreal life will consist of
ing, because X was alflipping hamburgers at
MacDonald's!"
ways 10.

According to law enforcement officials, he

Brain Teaser Set #5

1. What happened in 1961,
that will not
happen again
until 6009?

Math problems? Call
1-800-[(10x)(13i)2][sin(xy)/2.362x].

2. Complete the
magic square with
the missing integers
2,4,5,8 so that all
three columns and all
three rows and BOTH
diagonals sum to 15.

SMART STUDENT: I'm
taking French,
Spanish, and Algebra this year.
LESS SMART STUDENT:
Okay. Let me hear
you say "good evening" in Algebra

STUDENT: But I don't think
I deserve a zero on this
exam.
TEACHER: Neither do I, but
it's the lowest mark I can
give you.

Answers to Exercise Set 5
1a.
b.

+3

c.

-5<+3 and +3>-5

2a. +4
b.

-2

3a. +1
b.

f.

>

g.

<

h.

<

>

c.

>

d.

<

e.

<

-35

f.

+35

7a. +6
9a. <

5a. -5,0,3,7

c.

-25

b.

<

b.

-11,-7-6,7

d.

0

c.

>

c.

-7,0,7

e.

-7

d.

<

d.

-8,0,8

f.

+35

e.

>

g.

+22

f.

=

h.

0

g.

<

b.

-5

c.

+7

8a. +11

10a. -6,3,4,5

d.

-12

b.

+9

b.

-2,0,3,7

e.

0

c.

+8

c.

-9,-8,-5,0

f.

-x

d.

0

d.

-6,7,9,10

Brain Teaser #5
1. The numbers of the
year 1961
read the same
if you rotated it
180 degrees

e.

-8

6a. +6
b.

+m

b.

-5

4a. <

g.

(turn it upside
down). This will
not happen
again until
6009.

2 7 6
9 5 1
4 3 8

